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3A useful article to read about their psychology is: https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/12/30/the-psychology -of-

1The source code can be perused here: （源代码网站）

2For more information about Ethereum, please visit: https://ethereum.org/en/

meme-coins-from-actual-investors/

1 Introduction

Cryptocurrency was created to be decentralized (Nakamoto, 2008). However, at the time of writing,multiple events 
regarding the collapse of several large centralized institutions has left many investorsdestitute, as they considered 
them safe havens for their assets, only to find that to be false, and the funds，they have worked tirelessly to obtain, 
often over long periods of time, to be lost with little chance of restitution. (Conlon, Corbet, & Hu, 2022) Dogecollie 
Inu plans to assist the common investor with knowl�edge on how to safely custody their assets in an interesting and 
engaging way, while allowing them to be part of a decentralized and vibrant community of those with similar goals. 
Shikoku Inu, while beginning as an experiment, plans to grow into a decentralized ecosystem, where the value will be 
provided by the community, for the community, and for those outside the community who are looking to learn more about 
decentralizationand cryptocurrency as a whole.

There has been a considerable shift in the sentiment for self-custody after these events, which we consider to be 
necessary and important for crypto in its’ ideal form to flourish. However, we note that for the average investor, self
-custody and utilizing DEXes and other Dapps may be intimidating at first. Dogecollie . Inu aims to bridge the gap for 
these average investors, not only via educational tools, but by an ever�expanding ecosystem, that grows alongside the 
community. We note that for success in this area, Dogecollie Inu  will  not only  need a  Hence Dogecollie Inu was born 
in its’ initial state.

 
 

   
 

 

 

  

 

Dogecollie Inu resides on the Ethereum blockchain, at （*******************************************）The most simplistic 

ERC-20 contract was used, ensuring stability in trades without outliers and efficiency in gas processing for those who 
wish to trade it. Ethereum was chosen as the blockchain of choice, due to its’decentralized nature. 2 This was the most

logical choice at the time, however, for adoption sake, Dogecollie Inu will also branch out to list on centralized 
exchanges, for the goal of reaching a larger userbase and informing them of our community. Although Dogecollie Inu 
begins as a decentralized experiment, coupledwith what can most succinctly be referred to as a meme coin,its’ goals are 

far-reaching, assuming the necessary community adoption and rally takes place.

If users wish to participate in Dogecollie and its community, it is recommended that individuals hold it Dogecollie     
token , as it will be used as a circulating token for the Dogecollie community to operate as well as the community mal 
Decentralized Ecosystem - SIDE, which will be covered in Section 5. However, if for any reason, the individual 
Communities outside of those who wish to participate, they are welcome to do so. The token in Just a cog in the larger 
wheels of mass adoption, education, and change that we plan to bring,By Doge collie Inu.

       

   
 

As a new concept of community retention and participation,At the time of writing. We'll also take a brief look at the 
spirit of the Dogecollie community.As a philanthropic endeavor and goal, we will achieve in the future. The exact time 
frame will not be given,Since we  can't predict how quickly Dogecollie will arouse interest, however, these will be
This article explains the path.As a concluding remark to the introduction, we would like to warn potential investors. 
Especially in uncertain times,investing, especially in cryptocurrenciesVolatility is particularly high, there are many 
cases where users lose a lot of personal funds by investing funds, and they are not ready to give up in unfavorable 
times . Nothing in this White Paper is considered financial or investment advice, or advice to invest in Dogecolli or 
SIDE.This is purely an informative white paper about what constitutes it. Consult a financial advisor if necessary.

-----------------------------------------------------------------



2 Background

Here, we cover the necessary background knowledge/information to understand how Shikoku Inu operates on the Ethereum 
blockchain. This section may be skipped if the user is seasoned in Ethereum and blockchain technologies.? 

2.1 Smart Contracts

In its’ most simple form, a smart contract is a program that resides on the Ethereum Blockchain. The ERC-20 token 
contract for Shikoku Inu is an example of a smart contract. It is a collection of code and its’ state at its’ given
 address on the Ethereum blockchain. 

2.2 ERC-20 Tokens

A token can represent nearly anything in the Ethereum blockchain, such as shares in a company, or experience points 
in a video game. In the case of its’ wildly vast representational qualities, a need for standardization came to 
light very quickly, which is where ERC-20, a token standard, found its’ role. This standard also found great use in 
a new style of decentralized crowdfunding (Cuffe, 2018). ERC-20 is a standard for Fungible Tokens, meaning that each 
token is the same as another token. 1 token will always be equal to every other token. In the case of Dogecollie Inu,
 each one of its’ 1,000,000,000,tokens have equal value.

2.3 Accounts on Ethereum

Ethereum has two types of accounts, however, we will be focusing on only the first in this background explanation. We
 will be focusing on externally-owned accounts (EOAs). An EOA can be controlled by anyone who owns the private keys. 
The developer account of Dogecollie Inu, being the original deployer of the one and only Shikoku Inu token, is also 
an EOA. The most important part to note, is that any individual can add the wallet to their private custodial crypto 
wallet application 6, and view it, without cost. They can also perform transactions with it if need be. However, what
 has not been attempted or recorded is the behaviour of a large group of individuals with the possession of the keys 
to a developer EOA. This will be covered further in Section 3. 

2.4 Decentralized Exchanges
Decentralized exchanges are Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based marketplaces. They do not require an intermediary entity such as
 a bank or payment processor, rather replacing it with a smart contract-based system of user transaction governance. 
Due to this smart contract-based system, it enabled a transparent design which allows all users to observe other 
users’ and entities’ trades, as well as the flow of funds on-chain. Decentralized exchanges are a key building 
block for Decentralized finance as a whole (Zetzsche, Arner, &Buckley, 2020), and serve as a floorboard for which 
more sophisticated financial products and protocols can base themselves off of.

2.5 Automated Market Makers

AMMs as we know them today, are a more modern DEX design conceptualized by Vitalik Buterin in 2017 (Buterin, 2017). 
The most prominent AMM at the moment is Uniswap, who pioneered an implementation of this conceptual design, and holds
 a large percentage of the daily trading volume for decentralized exchanges. (Adams, Zinsmeister, Salem, Keefer, & 
Robinson, 2020). AMM smart contracts hold a reserve of two assets, a and b, with a ratio between them that depends on
 the relative volume of purchase of one asset compared to the other.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Suggested reading: https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/intro-to-ethereum/

Suggested reading where the concise explanation was idealized: https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/smart
-contracts/

A current popular custodial wallet is Metamask. https://metamask.io/

Suggested reading where the concise explanation was idealized: https://ethereum.org/en/develop



 

3.1 The value and usefulness of Dogecollie tokens

The Dogecollie project is not just a virtual economy, it has become an important tool for philanthropy 
and the real economy. By using the project as a bridge, a digital business platform, the Doco Community 
Mall, is developed where users can purchase goods and services in the mall using Doco tokens. Further 
promoting the combination of the real economy and the virtual economy, the Jubilee Foundation will be 
able to drive the development of the real economy through the use of DOCO and make greater contributions
 to philanthropy on a global scale. Through AI technology and blockchain technology, Dogecollie provides
 innovative ways for the Foundation's activism and kindness to become a just, independent and open 

3  Dogecollie The Ethos and Motivation                                                            

Here we introduce the spirit of Dogecollie and what motivated it to become the mascot of choice

In order to create a platform that brings together faith, blocks, and communities, the Foundation and AI 

 Ltd.have jointly launched a new blockchain project called Dogecollie, which is inspired by God shepherd
 dog. It represents that it is the guardian of the Foundation.  The token is  abbreviated as  DOCO . The 
Dogecollie project combines AI technology with blockchain technology  to ensure that token prices are 
always fair, transparent and undisturbed. In addition, Dogecollie, not only has religious meaning in  the
 naming, but also incorporates the concept of AI into the project. AI Technology Co., Ltd. creates a  
device that combines virtual and reality. The perfect collision of the virtual world and the real world  
can make these complex concepts and teachings clear and easy to understand, and can be more humanized 
in front of users through natural language processing. Thus conveying God's wisdom and truth.、

In this Christian blockchain community, you can use its features to view content,community notification,
 and social interactions in the parish. Every user can create their own account and  use  Dogecollie ， 
tokens for trading, investing, charitable donations, and more. The value of Doco is not only that, when 
a user has inspiration, they can share their ideas, communication records and insights to the  community'
s public blockchain. This record can be viewed and accessed by everyone on the blockchain at the same 
time, generating more valuable content and energy. Every user can use Doco to tip favorite authors, and 
the Foundation will also select high-quality articles to give airdrop rewards.

ecosystem.



4 The Dogecollie

A list of 10 rules that Doge collie community members should follow as a creed for the coin.They
 are as follows:

         

    1. Be kind to others. You never know what they are going through.

    2. Buy Dogecollie tokens with your personal wallet. The contract address is

   8. Engage with us as a community engagement. Whether it is through creation, abstracts, 
       co-management of the community, or sharing Christian insights on the Dogecolle community 
       platform to increase the activity of the community, we will also select high-quality     
       articles for airdrop rewards
 
    9. Maintain the ecological environment of the Dogecollie community. Write your valuable     
       thoughts and post them in the community. Comply with the rules of operation of the       

（***********************）.                          
    3. Add liquidity pairs to your Dogecollie  holdings. Liquidity is king.

    4. Self custody your Dogecollie tokens. Not your keys, not your coins.

    5. Share the word about Dogecollie to at least 1 person you know. It might just change      
      theirlives.

    6. Interact with community members through our Dogecollie community We are all here to
        help each other.

    7. Use Dogecollie tokenssign that you are a member of the Dogecollie community

       community mall

    10. Express your thoughts, ideas and criticisms in the community, the community is the team.
        Dogecolle is present within each of us. Your opinion is valued.

      Through the following of these commandments, we hope to foster growth and kindness through
      ourecosystem, and leave a positive impact on those around us, while being a vibrant       
      community of like�minded individuals that have common interests and goals. We aim for it 
      to be an area where users arenot only concerned about price fluctuations, but have a deep 
      concern and interest towards their fellowcommunity members.

  



 SIDE:Dogecollie Inu Decentralized Ecosystem                                        
 

             

        1. http://dogecollie.world/ - Main landing page website. Its main purpose is to facilitate

Here, we present the 5 websites that belong to SIDE, the plans for each one, and how they merge 

Create a complete decentralized ecological community system. The site wil be https:// by default 

Dogecollie.io until their development is complete.

              access to all links in the Dogecollie ecosystem.

        2. https://Dogecollie.website - The main back-up website for https://Dogecollie.io.

        3. https://Dogecollie.app - The hub for decentralized applications in SIDE. Proposed, but 
           not open at a time to be determined

           These may change as circumstances change, however, this can serve as Ideas are formed  
           around the community. Members of Dogecollie are encouraged to create additional        
           onesideas, and send them to the community, which can vote on them and put them into    
           action.As the community grows, Doco will continue to grow over time. Important part    
           Note that even those who don't have programming skills can still do so by creating art,
           design, or just through support. C members can speak freely in the community and feel  

        4. https://twitter.com/BTCxinian Jubilee Foundation Ethics Church Official Twitter        
           Covering key Foundation philosophy articles

        5. https://twitter.com/dogecolliecoin DOCO Community Official Twitter Interactive         
           Information 

      

           free, everyone is valued, and no one is left behind.



6 Conclusion

The Dogecollie project is not just a virtual economy , it  has  become an  important  tool  for 
philanthropy and the real economy. By using the project as a bridge, a digital business platform, 
the Doco Community Mall, is developed where users can purchase goods and services in  the  mall 
using Doco tokens. Further promoting the combination of the real economy and the virtual economy, 
the Jubilee Foundation will be able to drive the development of the real economy through the use 
of DOCO and make greater contributions to philanthropy on a global scale. Through AI technology 
and blockchain technology, Dogecollie provides innovative ways for the Foundation's activism and 

The Governor was born out of a  bear  market, uncertainty  and general turmoil Market. We  believe
 this is the perfect time for us to enter the market and build a strong community that believes in
 Dogecollie's goals, a community of like-minded members and believers who want to change the way 
people think about the crypto space forever. The journey ahead may not be smooth or easy to bring 
Christianity into crypto with the DOCO community, but we believe that as the power of oucommunity 
pushes each of us, we can reach unprecedented heights. This is my gift to everyone. Thank you.

kindness to become a just, independent and open ecosystem.
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